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This invention relates generally to new and useful im 
provements in bed clothes holders and, more particularly, 
to a clamping strap for holding a blanket or like cover 
against displacement upon an infant's crib or bed. 
A principal object of the present invention is to provide 

a novel clamping strap which can be easily and readily 
attached to the spring of a crib or the like for retaining 
the various clothes thereupon against displacement, thus 
preventing a restless infant from becoming uncovered. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a clamp 
ing strap, for holding a blanket or the like cover upon a 
crib, which is resilient and yieldable so that the blanket 
or other cover may be moved or shifted without becom 
ing detached from the strap and without disturbing the 
restive movements of the infant. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a blanket 

clamping strap for an infant's crib which is neat in appear 
ance and which will when used neither injure the infant 
nor mar the crib. 

It is further proposed to provide a blanket clamping 
strap which is simple and durable and which can be 
manufactured and sold at a reasonable cost. 
For further comprehension of the invention, and of 

the objects and advantages thereof, reference will be had 
to the following description and accompanying drawings, 
and to the appended claims in which the various novel 
features of the invention are more particularly set forth. 

In the accompanying drawings forming a material part 
of this disclosure: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an infant's crib with a 
blanket clamping strap embodying one form of the inven 
tion in position thereon. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary enlarged plan view showing 
the use of the clamping strap, on an enlarged scale. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged top plan view of a blanket clamp 
ing strap shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a side elevational view of the clamping buckle 
in open position. 

Fig. 5 is a central sectional view of the buckle in 
closed position. 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary top plan view of 
one end of a modified form of clamping strap. 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged top plan view of a clamping strap 
embodying another modified form of the invention. 

Fig. 8 is a vertical sectional view taken on the plane 
of the line 8-8 of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is a top plan view of the disc plate of Fig. 7. 
In Figs. 1 to 5, inclusive, the form of clamping strap 

10 is illustrated as used for holding a blanket 11 upon 
an infant's crib 12. Four of such straps 10 are shown, 
two at each side of the crib. 
According to the invention, the clamping strap 10 

includes an elongated strap portion 13 of elastic webbing 
or other suitable resilient material. At one end, the strap 
portion 13 is turned upon itself to form a loop 14 and 
held in looped condition by tubular rivets 15. A metal 
ring member 16 is loosely secured in the loop 14. The 
other end of the strap portion 13 is similarly looped as 
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indicated at 17 and riveted by tubular rivets 18 for loosely 
Supporting a clamping buckle or clamp construction (9. 
The buckle or clamp construction 19 consists of a wire 

loop member having one leg 20 thereof loosely secured 
in the loop 17 of the strap portion with its other leg being 
formed into two sections 21 and 22 arranged parallel with 
the leg 20. Sections 21 and 22 continue into free ends 
23 and 24, respectively, extending at right angles to said 
leg sections and spaced from each other. A base plate 25 
is formed at one end with upwardly extending teeth 26 
as viewed in Fig. 4 and at its other end with a flange por 
tion 27 having a central slot 28. Adjacent its flanged end, 
the plate is formed with oppositely disposed perforated 
bearings or ear members 29 extending upwardly there 
from. The plate may be reinforced by ribs 30 there 
along. An operating and frontal plate 31 has a flange 
portion 32 at one end, extending at right angles to the 
plane of the plate. On opposite sides of said flange por 
tion there are integral pintles 33 pivotally mounted in the 
perforations of the bearing members 29 whereby the plate 
3 is pivotally connected to the base plate, 
A clamping plate 34 is interposed between the base 

plate 25 and the operating and frontal plate 31 and is 
formed with downwardly extending teeth 35 at one end 
thereof in opposed relation to the teeth 26 on the base 
plate. The other end 36 of the intermediate plate 33 
is offset from the plane of the plate, forming a slanting 
shoulder portion 37. A slot 38 extends centrally of the 
plate 34 and its shoulder and offset end 36, dividing said 
offset end into two furcations or end sections 39. The 
furcations or end sections 39 are formed at their ends, 
along their outer edges with laterally projecting lugs 40, 
and at their inner edges with lugs 41 extending length 
wise of the plate. The end sections 39 of plate 34 are 
disposed underneath the flange portion 32 of the operat 
ing plate 31, and a lug 42 projecting from the center of 
the free edge 43 of the flange portion extends through 
the slot 38. The edge 43 of the flange portion is adapted 
to engage the upper surface of the offset end 36 on both 
sides of the slot 38 during the pivotal movement of the 
frontal plate 3 in its closing operation and is adapted 
to engage the under surface of said plate 34 adjacent the 
shoulder portion 37 during its opening operation, the 
lug 42 on the flange portion riding in the slot 38 during 
such operations. 
The plate members are rigidly fastened to the loop 

member and Swingable therewith as a unit by positioning 
the flange 27 of the base plate 25 between the leg 20 
and sections 21 and 22 of the wire loop and extending 
the free ends 23 and 24 of the loop sections 21 and 22, 
respectively, inwardly between the base plate 25 and inter 
mediate plate 34 adjacent the bearing portions 29. The 
lugs 41 on the intermediate plate 34 are passed over the 
loop sections 2 and 22 and through the slot 28 in the 
flange 27 where they are interlocked with the walls of 
the slot so that the leg sections 21 and 22 are clamped 
between the end sections 39 of the intermediate plate 
and the base plate 25. 

In use, the end of the strap portion 13 having the ring 
member 16 is looped around the frame 44 of the crib 
spring and the buckle end of the strap portion slipped 
through the ring member and pulled tightly around the 
frame 44. The buckle construction is then opened by 
manually lifting the operating plate 31 to the position 
shown in Fig. 4 whereby the intermediate clamping plate 
34 is moved by the flange portion 32 of the operating 
plate 31 away from the base plate 25. The edge of the 
blanket 11 is then inserted between the base plate 25 and 
the clamping plate 34 and the frontal and operating plate 
31 pressed inwardly so that the edge 43 of its fiange por 
tion 32 rides over the top surface of the furcations or 
end sections 39 forcing the clamping plate 34 toward the 
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base plate 25 to closed position, as shown in Fig. 5, 
whereby the edge of the blank is fastened between the 
teeth on the base and clannping plates. The blanket is 
released by merely lifting the operating plate 35 whereby 
the clamping plate 34 is carried away from the base plate 
to open position. 

In the modified form of strap portion 13 shown in 
Fig. 6, no ring member is used bit instead the strap por 
tion adjacent its end is forined with an opening 45, the 
edges of which may be reinforced in any suitable manner 
as indicated at 46. In using this modified form of strap 
portion, the end of the strap portion with the opening 45 
is looped around the post of a crib and the buckle end of 
the strap portion slipped through the opening and pulled 
tight for fastening said end to the post. 

Referring now to the modification of ciamping strap 
shown in Figs. 7 to 9, inclusive, it will be seen that in 
this form the strap portion 3' is provided with a ring 
16' at one end. At its other end, a disc-shaped plate 47 
preferably formed of plastic material is pivotally fastened 
thereto by an eccentric connection including a tubular 
eyelet 48 secured to the plate 47 at a point off center 
thereon. The eyelet 48 is loosely mounted on a double 
headed pin 49 fastened to a tubular eyelet 50 secured 
on the end of the strap portion 13'. The disc plate is 
flattened at opposite points along its periphery and formed 
with a slot 51 along each fiat portion thereby providing 
an elongated bearing portion or shaft portion 52. A 
buckle construction 19' is swingably mounted on each 
shaft portion 52, said buckle construction being similar 
to the buckle construction of Fig. 1, without the attach 
ing wire loop member. Herein the flange portion 27 
of the base plate 25 is positioned in the slot 51 and pro 
jects thereabove where it is interlocked with the clamp 
ing plate 34 by means of the lugs 42. The shaft portion 
52 of the disc plate 47 is loosely held between the ends 
of the end sections 39 and the base plate 25 so that the 
buckle construction can swing thereon. 
By reason of this modified form of construction, either 

of the opposed buckle constructions 19' can be used by 
merely turning the disc plate 47 so that the length of 
the clamping strap may readily be changed, which, in 
addition to the inherent elasticity of the strap portion 13', 
increases the value and usefulness of the clamping strap. 

In all other respects, the form of invention shown in 
Figs. 7 to 9, inclusive, is similar to that shown in Fig. 1 
and similar reference numerals are used to indicate simi 
lar parts. 
While we have illustrated and described the preferred 

embodiments of our invention, it is to be understood that 
we do not limit ourselves to the precise constructions 
herein disclosed and the right is reserved to all changes 
and modifications coming within the scope of the inven 
tion as defined in the appended claims. 

Having thus described our invention, what we claim 
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4. 
as new, and desire to secure by United States Letters 
Patent is: 

1. A blanket holder for a child's crib comprising an 
elongated plastic strap, a ring Swingably Supported at one 
end thereof, a clamping device pivotally connected to the 
opposite end of said strap, said clamping device being 
mounted for rotation in a plane parallel to the plane of 
the body of the strap, said clamping device including a 
substantially circular plate having opposed cutaway flat 
portions, said plate having elongated slots closely spaced 
from the flat portions and being disposed parallel thereto, 
the pivotal connection between said plate and strap being 
positioned close to one of said slots, and clamps hingedly 
connected to the material of the circular plate between 
the slots and flat portions thereof and extending through 
said slots and radially beyond said flat portions, whereby 
upon rotation of the circular plate the effective length of 
the holder may be varied. 

2. A blanket holder for a child's crib comprising an 
elongated plastic strap, a ring Swingably supported at one 
end thereof, a clamping device pivotally connected to the 
opposite end of said strap, said clamping device being 
mounted for rotation in a plane parallel to the plane of 
the body of the strap, said clamping device including a 
substantially circular plate having opposed cutaway flat 
portions, said plate having elongated slots closely spaced 
from the flat portions and being disposed parallel thereto, 
the pivotal connection between said plate and strap being 
positioned close to one of said slots, and claimps hingedly 
connected to the material of the circular plate between 
the slots and flat portions thereof and extending through 
said slots and radially beyond said flat portions, whereby 
upon rotation of the circular plate the effective length of 
the holder may be varied, said clamps each having a 
toothed base plate, a toothed locking plate Superposed 
thereon and hinged thereto, and a hinged frontal plate 
superposed on said locking plate. 
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